PHD DAY 2019 PROGRAMME
LOCATION: THE LAKESIDE LECTURE THEATRES  25 JANUARY 2019

8.30  Welcome by the Vice dean
Lise Wogensen Bach, Vice dean, The Faculty of Health, Aarhus University

8.40  Welcome and presentation of the programme by the chairman of the PHD Association
Kasper Glerup Lauridsen, PhD student, Chairman of the PhD Association, Health, AU

8.50  “Excel, Explain, Excite”, keynote lecture
Thomas F. Lüscher, Professor of Pharmacotherapy and Cardiology, and Editor-in-Chief of the European Heart Journal.
Introduced by Helene Nørrelund, Head of the Graduate School, Health, AU

09.50  Coffee/tea and fruit break / networking

10.15  Poster and Flash talk presentations
Poster: The Lakeside Lecture Theatres, the Bartholin Building (build. 1241) and Anatomy (build. 1230) / Skou Building (build. 1116)
Flash talk: The Lakeside Lecture Theatres and the Bartholin Building (build. 1241) / Skou Building (build. 1116)

11.45  Lunch /poster viewing / networking
The Lakeside Lecture Theatres, the Bartholin Building (build. 1241) and Anatomy (build. 1230) / Skou Building (build. 1116)

12.30  Oral presentations
The Lakeside Lecture Theatres and the Bartholin Building (build. 1241)

14.00  Coffee/tea and cake break / networking

14.15  “Excel, Explain, Excite”, keynote lecture
Barry Stainthorp, Communications specialist and co-founder of the renowned Partners in Training.
Introduced by Helene Nørrelund, Head of the Graduate School, Health, AU

15.15  Break / networking

15.30  Fogh-Nielsen Competition
Chaired by Professor Søren K. Moestrup, Chairman of the Fogh-Nielsen board and co-chairman
Julie Brogaard Larsen, PhD student, Health, AU

16.15  Awards, Posters and oral presentations
Professor, Vibeke E. Hjortdal and PhD student, Sebastian Udholm Chair and Co-chair of the Organizing Committee, PhD Day 2019

16.25  Closing remarks
Helene Nørrelund, Head of the Graduate School, Health, AU

16.30  The programme for the day ends

18.30  Dinner and awards ceremony for the JCD prize and the Fogh-Nielsen Competition
Centralværkstedet, Aarhus C.
Festive speech
Sebastian Udholm, PhD student, Health, AU